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CHAIRPERSON GEIST: Good morning everyone. If 

>u guys are ready on the television, we'll get started 

:re. Just a couple opening remarks. We have specialty 

.cense plates that exist in Pennsylvania. We have a lot 

: wonderful groups across the state who want their own 

.ates. 

We also have a mechanism that was in 1470 so 

tat we can have personalized specialty plates which would 

tise a bunch more money for both the state and the 

rganizations for the dedicated monies. So what we want to 

i now is hear from the members and others who have 

iterest in particular plates so that we can put together a 

imprehensive piece of legislation, one that the Governor 

m sign and one that the groups that have these plates 

.11 be happy with. 

The past history of this is that I've been the 

rime sponsor of the hunter/angler plate. And I'm proud to 

Ly I'm the only member of the General Assembly that has 

Ld the Governor veto a bill twice. So what we want to do 

>w is come up with something that we all agree to, send it 

> the Governor, and hope that we can, the three branches 

: government can work together. 

And to do that, we're going to take testimony 

:om members on the particular plates that they have 

scause we know that they represent a lot of groups out 
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xere that want to do this. So we're going to start off 

lis morning by seniority, I guess, with one of the deans 

: the House, Jess Stairs from Westmoreland County. Jess. 

REPRESENTATIVE STAIRS: Thank you, Mr. 

lairman. I appreciate your kindness in letting me go 

Lrst because I have a meeting at this same time. So I can 

save and — but I appreciate it. I will set the precedent 

>r the rest of the members. I will be very brief. 

I know you have five minutes. But I will be 

jry, very brief and maybe give Representative Sather a 

lance to make some remarks, too. But my particular 

jquest is for Purple Heart. They presently have a 

>ecialty plate. 

And I think that these, these individuals have 

jrved their country notably. And I think we should give 

lem a little extra special recognition. So I would 

lggest that as we do this, that we reduce that to zero, 

lve no charge or, under the worst case scenario, maybe a 

LO charge for the Purple Heart because of their dedicated 

srvice to our country, being veterans, representing us and 

srving their country very well. 

So I appreciate that consideration as we move 

lis bill. And that concludes my remarks. Thank you. 

CHAIRPERSON 6EIST: Thank you very much. He 

is a question, Jess. Representative Melio. 
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REPRESENTATIVE MELIO: Is there a maximum or a 

Lnimum required when you get these special plates? Like 

xnetimes it's 500. I know we probably don't have 500 

lrple Heart people. 

REPRESENTATIVE STAIRS: Yeah. I don't know 

le numbers. And maybe PennDOT — you know, I'm aware that 

s have a purple heart plate now. There is a plate like 

lat. And my request is to, you know, to waive the fee on, 

>r these special individuals, yes. 

CHAIRPERSON GEIST: For the members' benefit, 

snnDOT will be here tomorrow to answer questions so, on 

imbers and problems that they have and why they oppose 

.suing any more plates. We're going to hear their side of 

:. Right now, we want to hear the side of the people who 

sally want the special plates. 

Next up is my good friend from Blair County 

id Huntingdon County, Representative Larry Sather. 

REPRESENTATIVE SATHER: Thank you, Mr. 

lairman, members of the Transportation Committee. Thank 

DU for giving me this opportunity to give some input onto 

Duse Bill 1090. House Bill 1090 is a new piece of 

sgislation that has not been previously introduced. It 

akes an emergency services plate. 

Now, the intent of this is that your police, 

Lre, and EMS people would have a distinguishing plate. 
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ie cost of that would be $35. Fifteen dollars of that 

>uld be set aside in a special fund that would, can only 

i used for emergency services incident safety funds. 

All of you I'm sure are aware that we've had 

>me incidents on our highways most recently of another 

innDOT worker. And we want to educate more or further 

lucate the police and fire and EMS personnel, when they're 

: a scene of an accident, a fire, to be safe out there. 

And these funds would be used for that 

cclusive purpose. The plate would be designed with 

innDOT and PEMA assistance on it. And we would hope that 

m would consider this and any future legislation that 

.ght develop. 

CHAIRPERSON GEIST: We would like to consider 

lis plate. It's a wonderful plate. And we'd also like to 

i able to personalize it. So we're going to push for 

lis. 

REPRESENTATIVE SATHER: I appreciate that for 

LI consideration of all the members. Thank you. 

CHAIRPERSON GEIST: Thank you, Larry. Next 

), Honorable Chuck Mcllhinney, Jr., Bucks County. 

REPRESENTATIVE McILHINNEY: Good morning 

reryone. And thank you, Mr. Chairman, for giving me the 

jportunity to address the committee this morning on House 

Lll 988. Very simply, this legislation permits PennDOT to 
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jsign and issue a breast cancer awareness registration 

Late for motor vehicles that do not exceed 9,000 pounds. 

The plate would bear a $35 fee in addition to 

le annual registration fee. And $15 of that fee would be 

sposited into the Susan 6. Komen Foundation for breast 

mcer research, education, screening, and treatment. Mr. 

lairman, I believe it's critically important that we not 

lly garner greater public attention toward this dreaded 

Lsease but also that we create an efficient, effective, 

id practical funding mechanism for people to donate more 

>ney to research, education, and treatment. 

I want to share some of the statistics that 

iderscore the urgency of these goals. An estimated 

50,000 new cases of breast cancer are expected to occur 

nong women in the United States in 2001. It is estimated 

lat there will be nearly 50,000 deaths from breast cancer 

Lone this year. 

Breast cancer currently ranks second among 

incer deaths in women. The breast cancer awareness plate 

Llows Pennsylvania motorists to help promote awareness 

irough the plate itself and, in so doing, contribute money 

} research, education, and treatment. 

Mr. Chairman, I urge the members of the 

xnmittee to support House Bill 988 so that we can better 

jmbat breast cancer. Thank you for letting me speak to 
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>u this morning. 

CHAIRPERSON GEIST: Thank you. I think it's a 

jry noble plate, and we'd like to do it. 

REPRESENTATIVE McILHINNEY: Thank you. 

CHAIRPERSON GEIST: Next up, a member of this 

>mmittee, Pete Daley, Washington County, a former member. 

ccuse me. 

REPRESENTATIVE DALEY: Yeah. Thank you, Mr. 

lairman. 

CHAIRPERSON GEIST: It seems like you've never 

sft us. 

REPRESENTATIVE DALEY: Well, after being with 

>u for 14 years, I feel the same way. Thank you, Mr. 

lairman, for giving us all the opportunity in this forum 

> discuss all the plates that members have, specifically 

le one I've supported and introduced, a freestanding bill 

5 well as amendments. 

It is a plate for women's health issues. 

indamentally, if you remember, Rachelle Letcanage 

'honetic), Miss Pennsylvania who was crowned in June of 

)00, took it upon herself to support and lobby the 

jgislature for the passage of this particular plate. 

Primarily, her concern as a practicing nurse 

: Allegheny General Hospital was endometriosis. And we 

ive asked her to broaden that scope to women's health 
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isues. As you know, $15 of the cost of the plate, the 

sgistration would go to the Health Department for women's 

;alth research projects. 

Twenty dollars, of course, goes to PennDOT to 

>ver the cost of the plate. And we ask that PennDOT and 

te Department of Health would, would come up with a design 

: the plate. One-third of the net revenue would go to 

idometriosis research. Two-thirds would go to other 

salth issues for women. 

The research must be funded within 

snnsylvania for Pennsylvania research locations, and 

ssearch to be funded must be medical or other life science 

^search. We believe sociologically and social issue 

srvice projects would overburden the limited resources 

iat would be generated by this plate. 

Of course, the object would be to seek a cure 

>r medical disorders and diseases first. And the Health 

apartment hopefully would devise the criteria and process 

>r awarding the research funds. This is very similar to 

ie last issue. 

And if you've seen other states, they do have 

imen's health issue plates which has a ribbon on the 

.ate, which is similar to the breast cancer awareness 

ssue. And we'd ask for your support. 

CHAIRPERSON GEIST: Thank you. It's an 
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:cellent plate, and we hope that we can move it with the 

Lckage. Next up, the leader of the ambulance core, Tim 

ilobay. 

REPRESENTATIVE SOLOBAY: Thank you, Mr. 

tairman. My bill, House Bill 818, is a reintroduction 

:om a bill we put in last session, 904. It will develop 

i emergency services plate. The plan for this — right 

>w, there is a fire fighter plate that active fire 

ghters in Pennsylvania are able to purchase to have on 

teir vehicle. 

The emergency services plate will be a plate 

»r those folks who are not emergency service providers or 

i a second vehicle that would like to be supportive of the 

lergency services. The $15 that will be granted by this 

.ate will go to a special fund that will help enhance 

lergency services throughout Pennsylvania. 

And we would ask that the committee would 

ipport this and add this plate bill to your package of 

.lis for plates. 

CHAIRPERSON GEIST: Thank you very much. 

REPRESENTATIVE SOLOBAY: All right. Thank 

>u. Short and sweet. 

CHAIRPERSON GEIST: We're trying to collect 

.1 this stuff. What we really want to show is that we 

Lve the interest in this. I know that there's a lot of 

JENNIFER P. McGRATH, RPR 
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jchnical opposition from the Department, that there's a 

>t of interest across the board on these plates in the 

Ltizenry. 

And there certainly has to be a way for us to 

Lnd a solution that's going to satisfy everyone. And one 

: the things that we had in 1470 that everybody voted for 

is the ability to have these plates personalized which 

>uld add quite a bit more revenue into those funds. 

And if somebody in the hunter/angler plate 

ints to have .357 Magnum and they're willing to pay for 

lat, I think that's fine. And if we have a motorcycle 

.ate and if Charles wants to personalize his plate with 

1W on it, I think that he should be able to do that and so 

>rth. 

So we need to collect this information, I 

link show the will of the House and the will of those 

jople that you represent so that we can do it and do it 

Lght. 

REPRESENTATIVE SOLOBAY: Thank you, Mr. 

lairman. 

REPRESENTATIVE MELIO: Just one question, Mr. 

lairman. 

CHAIRPERSON GEIST: Yes. 

REPRESENTATIVE MELIO: Tim, how does your 

Lcense plate differ from Sather's plate? They're both 

JENNIFER P. McGRATH, RPR 
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AS. 

REPRESENTATIVE SOLOBAY: I did not, I did not 

ae the proposal on Larry's plate. This one would 

asically, again, would be an emergency service plate. It 

Duld be a special design that we would do with the folks 

t emergency services to provide a concept. 

I would have to look at Larry's bill. I did 

at see his bill. So I'm not sure what he is looking to 

rovide on that. 

REPRESENTATIVE MELIO: Okay. Thank you, Mr. 

lairman. 

CHAIRPERSON GEIST: You and Representative 

ather need to get together on — you're kind of 

/erlapping. 

REPRESENTATIVE SOLOBAY: All right. 

CHAIRPERSON GEIST: Come up with a solution. 

REPRESENTATIVE SOLOBAY: Sure. Not a problem. 

CHAIRPERSON GEIST: All right. Thank you. 

REPRESENTATIVE SOLOBAY: Thank you. 

CHAIRPERSON GEIST: Next we would like to call 

tie leader of aviation in Pennsylvania, Representative Russ 

airchild. 

REPRESENTATIVE FAIRCHILD: Thank you, Mr. 

tiairman. With your help, we've been able to, I think, 

ake great strides in some aviation issues in Pennsylvania. 

JENNIFER P. McGRATH, RPR 
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'm here today. I was approached by members of the 

/iation community to recognize the fine tradition of 

/iation in Pennsylvania. 

What I would like to do is just read a couple 

batistics into the record, if you would allow me. 

/iation in Pennsylvania provides the Commonwealth's 

ssidents and businesses with more than a direct efficient 

Ink to the world. 

Pennsylvania's systems of 142 public use 

Lrports generates billions of dollars of economic activity 

id creates hundreds and thousands of quality jobs. In 

idition, Pennsylvanians increasingly depend upon the 

/iation to support their health, welfare, and safety. 

The economic impact of aviation in 

snnsylvania is significant. Aviation's total economic 

npact comprises 4 percent of the total estimated gross 

bate product and produces over 5 percent of all jobs in 

2nnsylvania. 

The 16 airports in the Commonwealth that have 

zheduled commercial services amount for 35,500 full-time 

Dbs with a payroll of 1.3 billion. The total number of 

Dbs in Pennsylvania attributable to these airports is more 

tian 282,900 with an annual payroll approaching 5.5 billion 

rid a total economic impact of more than 11.8 billion on 

tie state's economy. 

JENNIFER P. McGRATH, RPR 
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So you can see it's a, it's a great industry 

sr Pennsylvania. And in addition, I think an aviation 

Late would recognize our civil air patrol volunteers, our 

Lr National Guard, our civilian pilots, our ex-military 

Llots. 

It would recognize that Pennsylvania was the 

Lrst state in the nation to establish an overland air 

Mite. And it would certainly recognize Piper Aircraft and 

le fine tradition of that fine airplane not only in the 

lited States but in the world. 

We also have others in Pennsylvania. In the 

Hitheast, we have Boeing. And generally, I feel that it 

>uld be a fine plate in question. And replying to a 

srmer question, I don't think the numbers would be a 

roblem in Pennsylvania. 

And on a general issue on these plates, I 

jlieve the administration should move forward. There's 

:her states that have a lot of these types of plates. Of 

Hirse, we have to use caution in design so that we do not 

3t plates that you're unable to see the numbers. That 

Dviously becomes a safety issue. 

CHAIRPERSON GEIST: We don't want to ship the, 

3 sink the Niagara again. 

REPRESENTATIVE FAIRCHILD: I didn't want to be 

pecific, but you're exactly right. Yes, that obviously 

JENNIFER P. McGRATH, RPR 
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reated problems. And with a little additional oversight, 

think that type of problem can be eliminated. And these 

rpes of plates recognize good causes and good issues for 

mnsylvanians. 

And when you drive around the country, you 

low, it's kind of interesting to see some of the aspects 

: other states that promote these plates. Thank you, Mr. 

lairman. 

CHAIRPERSON GEIST: Russ, for the members of 

le committee and especially for the TV audience, in House 

.11 1470, which we all voted on, the, established a new 

.ate fund. And issuance of any special fund plate is 

jpendent upon compliance with the following conditions and 

jquirements. And we better go back and fine-tune this. 

A letter of request describing the proposed 

irpose and data concerning the fund recipient must be 

ibmitted to PennDOT by the organization; a letter must 

.so include proposed graphic design for the plate; a 

ritten agreement to fray all costs associated with initial 

:ocurement of not less than 20,000 license plates and any 

lbseguent follow on procurement; costs include 

>rrectional, industrial, industry, labor, overhead, 

niipment, transportation, and all the materials associated 

Lth each plate; a minimum of 5,000 initial applications; a 

^cognition that any special fund plate program has a 

JENNIFER P. McGRATH, RPR 
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)-year life cycle and after 10 years, all plates may be 

jcalled at the discretion of the Department, just as with 

LI plates; a recognition that upon plate discontinuance, 

le special fund recipient is responsible for all closing 

ssts associated with remaining plate and material 

lventories; and any subsequent plate redesigned by a fund 

icipient must meet and recognize all the above 

squirements. 

So we kind of covered that ballpark pretty 

ill. We also covered the language for the specialty 

.ates there. And we went out and investigated with the 

.ate companies and the people that make the machines in 

sw York and others how easily it really is to manufacture 

special plate so that if we wanted to charge, it was $300 

>r a special plate and then 150 that would go to the 

riation fund and 150 of it would go to PennDOT. 

So there's a lot of things that we see that 

re a real benefit for the state of Pennsylvania and for 

le people that want the plates. And we want to thank you 

>r working with us to help create that. 

REPRESENTATIVE FAIRCHILD: Thank you. And I 

.so think it's important that citizens understand that 

>ne of these funds come out of the, the tax, general tax 

)llars. In other words, if you want to subscribe to a 

Late as an individual, that's what pays for the plate. 

JENNIFER P. McGRATH, RPR 
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These are not tax dollars. So it's kind of a 

:eak-even type of thing. And I think as you, as you 

>ted, with the advance in technology, we can certainly 

mufacture these at a lower cost. I don't want to scare 

le aviation community. I hope you were kidding when you 

lid $150 per plate. 

CHAIRPERSON GEIST: No. That only is for the 

iople that want the specialty plate personalized. 

REPRESENTATIVE FAIRCHILD: Oh, personalized? 

CHAIRPERSON GEIST: Right. 

REPRESENTATIVE FAIRCHILD: Well, that's — 

CHAIRPERSON GEIST: And then you can pay an 

Iditional fee above that. And, you know, you would 

robably have on yours "Cessna." 

REPRESENTATIVE FAIRCHILD: Yeah. No. 

— but I mean, as long as it's — I think as long as it's 

break-even, we certainly don't want to dip into 

Lxpayers* money. And individuals and groups are welcome 

> suggest how much money they want to put into special 

mds. 

CHAIRPERSON GEIST: Thank you very much. 

REPRESENTATIVE FAIRCHILD: Thank you, Mr. 

lairman. 

CHAIRPERSON GEIST: Next up, Representative 

leila Miller. 

JENNIFER P. McGRATH, RPR 
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REPRESENTATIVE MILLER: Good morning, Chairman 

list and members of the committee. Thank you for the 

jportunity to testify today about my proposal to create a 

>ecialty license plate to enhance two very important 

rograms for agriculture in Pennsylvania. 

The first one is the highly successful 

jriculture Preservation Program. And I initially 

ltroduced legislation to create a specialty plate for this 

rogram several, several sessions ago and then also the Ag. 

1 the Classroom Program, which was added to my specialty 

.cense plate legislation later in cooperation with 

spresentative John Gordner of Columbia County. 

He was interested in assisting that program 

irough a special license plate for agriculture. As 

lairman for the Center for Rural Pennsylvania, 

Lee-Chairman of the House Agriculture and Rural Affairs 

)mmittee and as a farmer myself, I understand the 

iportant role agriculture plays in our Commonwealth. 

I have served on the Berks County Agricultural 

md Preservation Board for more than a decade. And I'm 

mtinually reminded about the interest in this program 

ich month as I see lengthy and ever-increasing lists of 

inners who would like to preserve their farms for future 

snerations. 

I also have served on the Agriculture 
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rareness Foundation Board in the past. And I know the 

nportance of teaching students about food and fiber 

roduction in the classroom. The Ag. in the Classroom 

rogram aids teachers in learning how to incorporate this 

lformation into their normal lesson plans for science, 

ith, English, and other subjects that they teach every 

iy. 

Agriculture is not only a valuable contributor 

3 our economy as our leading industry, but it is also a 

Ltal part of our state's heritage. Our agricultural 

cports help feed our nation and the world. Our farms 

rovide key links to other important areas, including the 

ivironment and tourism. 

We have an important story to share about 

snnsylvania's agriculture contributions to our country's 

ife and plentiful food supply, whether it's in the schools 

: as we travel highways and spread the word to motorists 

10 might be behind us viewing our specialty license plate 

?r agriculture. 

I've been especially pleased during the past 

to years to see the General Assembly and the 

iministration continuing their efforts to protect the 

lture of agriculture in our Commonwealth through 

iditional funding for farmland preservation. 

And we have recently been recognized as a 
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itional leader in this whole area, preserving more than 

»4,000 acres. But there's a lot more to do. By creating 

specialty license plate for agriculture, we can collect 

le additional funding for farmland preservation and for 

j. education programs. 

And I believe Chairman Geist did go over how 

lis would work. But for the agriculture plate, we'd be 

>litting it 50/50 between ag. education and farmland 

reservation. I strongly believe that this license plate 

( long overdue. 

We need to catch up with other states that 

Lve already created an agricultural plate for their number 

ie, in our case, our number one industry. And Chairman 

iist and members of the committee, I'm happy to answer any 

lestions. 

CHAIRPERSON GEIST: We believe that after you 

it this passed, that you'll be named the best milker on 

ie farm. 

REPRESENTATIVE MILLER: Well, since I'm in the 

;ef production, I'm going to make sure that there's a 

ireford on that. 

CHAIRPERSON GEIST: All right. Thank you very 

ich. Next up is Mr. Hardwood himself, Jim Lynch. 

REPRESENTATIVE LYNCH: Thank you, Mr. 

lairman, committee. Thank you for the opportunity to be 
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are. I should be wearing green, I guess, today. This is 

le third session, Mr. Chairman, that I've introduced a 

sgislation to create a license plate honoring the Irish 

nmigrants to Pennsylvania. 

Now, fully, one-tenth of all Pennsylvanians 

Laim some sort of Irish ancestry. And it was closer to 

DO percent on St. Patrick's Day. But the rest of the 

sar, a full 10 percent do. The Irish were a very 

nportant part of the history of Pennsylvania. So much so 

lat it's not just history. It's a legacy. It is part of 

lat we are. 

They were important in the creation of our 

:ate as we know it. The license plate — we have a 

lggested plate. We have a suggested plate. We have a 

lggested plate. And again, the purpose of the money that 

auld be gained from this plate would be to build and 

aintain and preserve the Irish heritage through a memorial 

lat was to be erected in Philadelphia. 

And I thank you for your time. If anybody has 

ly questions, I'll be more than happy to answer them. 

REPRESENTATIVE MELIO: Could you explain the 

stters on it? 

REPRESENTATIVE LYNCH: The letters? 

REPRESENTATIVE MELIO: Yeah. 

REPRESENTATIVE LYNCH: Oh, I'm sorry. At the 
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>ttom here is in Gallic, An Gorta Mor, which means a great 

mger translated in English, a great hunger. Is that what 

m're referring to, Representative? 

REPRESENTATIVE MELIO: Uh-huh. Thank you. 

REPRESENTATIVE HESS: That is green isn't it, 

.m? 

REPRESENTATIVE LYNCH: It's faded over the 

jars because this is the third session that I've 

ltroduced this. And in the filing cabinet, it has faded 

rer the years. 

CHAIRPERSON GEIST: No orange plate, Jim? 

REPRESENTATIVE LYNCH: Pardon me? 

CHAIRPERSON GEIST: No orange plate? 

REPRESENTATIVE LYNCH: No. We're not going to 

i dealing with politics. 

CHAIRPERSON GEIST: Thank you very much. 

REPRESENTATIVE LYNCH: Thank you. 

CHAIRPERSON GEIST: Next up is one of the 

right young stars in the General Assembly, Jeff Coleman. 

REPRESENTATIVE COLEMAN: Chairman Geist, 

anbers of the committee, let me begin my brief visit with 

)u this morning by saying thank you for your support and 

^sponsorship of the Friend for Life in Pennsylvania 

Lcense plate. 

Since its introduction a few weeks ago, 
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smbers haling from both sides of the aisle have been so 

Lnd to promote its bill and its mission. And for that, I 

a truly grateful. A little over 100 days ago, my 18-month 

impaign for the Pennsylvania House ended; and a serious 

Efort to keep my commitments began. 

At every opportunity in that campaign, I 

ilked about the importance of citizens that are young, 

Lke me, again being inspired by the political process. I 

ilked of politics at sidelined party labels and a renewed 

snse of public service that put principles first. 

My district has nearly 70 percent of its 

iters in the other party. And they did just that. Now, 

I my 5th month in office, I've had the opportunity to talk 

3 over 2,500 students in young citizen forums about 

lrning their cynicism about politics and service into a 

snuine crusade to change what's wrong with the system by 

ltting creative solutions to old problems into the public 

sbate. 

Mr. Chairman, the Friend for Life in 

snnsylvania specialty plate does just that. Instead of 

boking the coals of the old rhetoric and chants on street 

Drners, bumper stickers and divisive TV ads by special 

iterest groups, this license plate makes its preference in 

way that it is responsible and measured but clear in its 

Lssion of promoting the gift of life through adoption. 
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In the past few weeks, Mr. Chairman, the 

jwerful lobbies opposing this sensible bill have rolled 

it that rhetoric once again from arguments about the 

sparation of church and state to confusing statements 

rout why Pennsylvania motorists should not be forced to 

it an adoption plate on their bumper, on their private 

shicles. 

Their intent to obscure the mission of this 

Lll has been very obvious. But in E-mail after E-mail and 

ill after call to my office, the message and intent of 

lis plate was not muddied. Its intent is clear, and the 

lrpose of supporting Pennsylvania's adoption agencies was 

3t obscured by the professional critics and the special 

iterest groups. 

Here's how one E-mail read from a writer in 

antral Pennsylvania: "Dear Representative Coleman, I'm 

:iting to thank you for what you are doing. The position 

HI are taking and the manner in which you are approaching 

: are appreciated and refreshing. So much effort is lost 

lese days in arguing over causes instead of coming up with 

alutions." 

Mr. Chairman, I'm here today to respectfully 

3k the members of this committee to send this bill to the 

Loor for a vote by all the members of the House. Yes, 

aod people on both sides of the aisle hold deep 
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3nvictions about abortion and will no doubt continue to 

igage in an ongoing dialogue about the law, the 

institution, and the medical argument surrounding this 

3 sue. 

I ask you, however, to join me today, whether 

Du've labeled yourself pro life or pro choice, in 

romoting the idea that in Pennsylvania there is a better 

ly, a better way to make more children find loving homes 

Lth good parents and give the gift that has truly no 

rice, the gift of life. 

Thank you for the brief chance to visit with 

DU this morning. I'd be happy to entertain any questions 

lat you might have. 

CHAIRPERSON GEIST: Thank you very much. 

REPRESENTATIVE COLEMAN: Thank you. 

CHAIRPERSON GEIST: No questions. Next up is 

guess Mr. Transit in Pittsburgh, Joe Markosek. 

REPRESENTATIVE MARKOSEK: Thank you very much, 

tiairman Geist, ladies and gentlemen. I'm very happy to be 

ivited here to speak in front of the committee. And even 

are happy — 

CHAIRPERSON GEIST: This is your committee. 

REPRESENTATIVE MARKOSEK: — privileged and 

Lattered to serve on the committee. Thank you very much. 

Duse Bill 943 is a bill that I've introduced in past 
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sssions already as well. It is a bill that would provide 

free fire fighter license plate and registration for 

alunteer fire personnel in Pennsylvania. 

There would be a cost to this obviously. I 

Mi't have the exact numbers. I would have to do a fiscal 

>te. But I think we all know that whatever the cost would 

3 in encouraging volunteer fire fighters in Pennsylvania, 

3 are in fact saving the Commonwealth a great deal of 

xiey, as we all know, those of us that have volunteer fire 

l our districts, what it would cost if we had to switch to 

paid system. 

And this, the idea of this came several years 

jo from one of our volunteer fire chiefs in my district 

10 said, you know, we're having a hard time recruiting new 

slunteers for volunteer fire. And I'm sure we've all, 

srhaps, experienced that in our districts. 

Some of that sense of volunteerism that 

srhaps was there at one time is not as great today. And 

le numbers of volunteer fire, firemen, fire women are 

kindling. And this would suggest that it's just one, a 

nail way of perhaps encouraging young people especially to 

ain as volunteer fire persons in our Commonwealth. 

So with that, I just want to thank the 

Dmmittee and appreciate the consideration. 

CHAIRPERSON GEIST: I have one question. If 
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i were to give the free plate and then if we offer the 

irsonalization of that plate, that would be for a fee 

isis. And you have designated no fund then for that money 

) go into. 

So if you could work with the brain trust on 

le committee because the language we had in 1470, you 

low, I'm sure that volunteer firemen, they're going to 

int to personalize these things. 

REPRESENTATIVE MARKOSEK: Mr. Chairman, I'd be 

ippy to work with the committee intelligentsia to come up 

.th appropriate language to take care of that. 

CHAIRPERSON GEIST: Thank you very much. Any 

:her questions? Tony. 

REPRESENTATIVE MELIO: Joe, if somebody became 

volunteer fireman to get the free plate and then decided 

lat after they got the plate, they didn't want to fight 

Lres anymore, how would you — 

REPRESENTATIVE MARKOSEK: Well, in that case, 

:'s not spelled out in the bill. We would be happy to 

srhaps consider language to that, you know, to cover that. 

it in my own opinion, just having been asked that question 

Ef the top of my head, I would say, Tony, that they would 

3 longer be eligible for this. 

I think the registration goes for a year. So 

su'd probably finish out the year. But beyond that, if 
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>u could not — or if your chief would in some way notify, 

>uld have some system that the chief would know who his 

ill, full members are and who, who's left, that there be 

>me notification to PennDOT that this person was no longer 

Ligible. 

REPRESENTATIVE MELIO: Okay. Also, 

jpresentative Solobay and Sather have similar plates. 

lybe you should see if they can — 

REPRESENTATIVE MARKOSEK: We'd be happy to 

>rk with anybody on this. 

REPRESENTATIVE MELIO: Thank you, Mr. 

lairman. 

CHAIRPERSON GEIST: I agree with Tony. You 

iys are all going to have to get together and come up with 

consensus on these plates. At this time, we're going to 

ike a 5-minute recess. And we'll come right back with 

jpresentative Mark McNaughton. 

(A brief recess was taken.) 

CHAIRPERSON GEIST: Okay. If everybody can 

it settled again. We'll keep moving through here. Our 

jxt presenter is a leader in the House and one of the 

lture leaders of Pennsylvania, Representative Mark 

:Naughton. 

REPRESENTATIVE McNAUGHTON: Good morning, 

lairman Geist and members of the committee. And thank you 
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>r the opportunity to discuss the warrants of the 

>ecialty license plate that I am proposing, the organ 

>nor registration plate. 

I'm the prime sponsor of House Bill 1097, 

lich calls for the creation of an organ donor license 

.ate to benefit Pennsylvania's Organ Donation Awareness 

rust Fund established as part of Act 102 of 1994. This 

rust fund, administered by the State Department of Health, 

s the sole source of funding for the various promotional 

id educational activities authorized by Act 102. 

All money in the trust fund is privately 

mated by Pennsylvanians. Motorists already have the 

>portunity to donate a dollar to the trust fund when 

>taining or renewing a driver's license, photo ID card, 

id vehicle registration. 

They'll have an opportunity to do much more if 

lis plate is made available. Fifteen dollars of every $35 

>plication fee charged for this organ donor license plate 

.11 go to the trust fund. This revenue will go a long way 

I helping to fund the public awareness campaigns and the 

lucation programs that are so necessary to promote organ 

mation. The Department of Health embarked on this last 

jar. 

The design of this license plate incorporates 

le nationally recognized organ donor logo. This logo is a 
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>werful symbol of the lives that have been saved as well 

s those that could have been saved. Today, more than 

1,000 people in the United States are awaiting organ 

ransplants. 

More than 5,000 of those individuals are 

snnsylvanians. And it is estimated that nationally, as 

my as 13 people die per day waiting for a transplant. 

snnsylvania must do its part to promote organ donation. 

tile most citizens support the idea, almost half of the 

imilies still decline to donate when presented with the 

>portunity. 

We've got to get the message out that donating 

mr organs may be the greatest gift you can give. And 

— this personally hits home with me, Mr. Chairman. My 

>n passed away three years ago. We were able to donate 

.s organs to save the lives of five individuals and also 

.s heart valves to assist three other individuals at an 

>portunity for life. 

And I believe that this license plate can do 

lat and much more if we approve the organ donor awareness 

.cense plate. Thank you, Mr. Chairman. 

CHAIRPERSON GEIST: Thank you very much. Next 

> is — 

REPRESENTATIVE HESS: Mark, I just want to say 

hope you continue pushing that. We've talked privately 
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ifore. And I think this is great. I have a brother who 

is the recipient of a liver. And I'm very much aware of 

lat you're doing. And keep up the good work. 

REPRESENTATIVE McNAUGHTON: Thank you very 

ich. 

CHAIRPERSON GEIST: Next up is Representative 

irdner. 

REPRESENTATIVE GORDNER: Thank you, Mr. 

lairman and members of the House Transportation Committee. 

appreciate you having this event this morning to hear 

)me more about the specialty plates. I am here on behalf 

: House Bill 825. And this would provide for a special 

Late for recipients of the Distinguished Flying Cross. 

I did introduce House Bill 825 with over 40 

^sponsors. The Distinguished Flying Cross is awarded to 

ly officer or enlisted person in the armed forces of the 

lited States who has distinguished himself or herself in 

:tual combat in support of operations by heroism or 

ctraordinary achievement while participating in an aerial 

Light. 

The first metal, the first Distinguished 

Lying Cross metal was authorized by Congress in 1926 and 

warded to Charles Lindbergh. This is one of those plates 

lat if you can get 500 folks to sign up for it, you can go 

lead and ask PennDOT to give the authorization. 
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We have contacted the Distinguished Flying 

:oss Society in Washington, D.C. And they acknowledge 

lat across the nation, there have been several thousand of 

lese awarded to members of the armed forces for their 

ctraordinary achievement. 

But they do not have a good breakdown as to 

le number of folks in Pennsylvania. They guess that there 

:e at least several hundred folks living but certainly 

iss than 1,000. I was contacted by a constituent of mine 

>out this who would like this specialty plate. 

And he was involved in a, in action in World 

ix II in which there was a combat involved and some 

>sses. And he was involved in a flight over Germany. 

.nee I've introduced it, I've received letters from other 

)lks in Allentown, State College, Reading who would be 

tterested in also getting this plate. 

Again, I would mention that last year, 

ibruary 22nd, this committee did report out this bill, 

tich I appreciate. I would again ask the House 

ransportation Committee to report out House Bill 825 to 

.low those members of our armed services who were given 

lis award for their extraordinary participation in aerial 

.ight to receive this special license plate. 

And I thank you for the Transportation 

>mmittee this morning. 
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CHAIRPERSON GEIST: We thank you very much. 

sxt up — I don't see Bob Flick here — Keith McCall, a 

jader in transportation. And he is accompanied by his 

rain trust of transportation, our good friend from the 

smmittee days of old, Bob Mustin. 

REPRESENTATIVE MCCALL: Thank you, Chairman 

sist, distinguished members of the Transportation 

jmmittee. I'm here to testify on behalf of House Bill 

37, which would establish a missing in action plate. The 

>od part about my legislation is that it is not a special 

md plate. We aren't creating any special funds. 

And I think we all know that over the course 

: time, we have heard on many occasions that every, every 

mth, another body is found and returned home to America, 

lich gives a lot of families in this country great hope. 

think it is critical and incumbent upon us that we never 

jrget the men and women who fought and died in wars and 

10 are missing in action. 

And that's why I'm proposing a missing in 

:tion plate, that we never forget that these men are still 

Lssing and their families are still suffering. And I 

link it's incumbent upon us to keep alive the memory for 

le families and for the men that are missing in action. 

And I'm simply asking that we pass House Bill 

37 to keep alive that remembrance with the words 
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isignated on that MIA plate that you are not forgotten. 

id I would ask that the committee strongly consider the 

sgislation. 

CHAIRPERSON GEIST: Thank you. 

REPRESENTATIVE MCCALL: Thank you. 

CHAIRPERSON GEIST: Next up is Daryl Metcalfe. 

id we just saw Daryl's photograph in the A.B.A.T.E. 

swspaper. And Daryl, it's all yours. 

REPRESENTATIVE METCALFE: Thank you, Mr. 

[airman. And thank you, committee members, for allowing 

! to come before you this morning to ask for your support 

: House Bill 958. In just a few weeks, we will celebrate 

te 70-year anniversary of the designation of the rough 

rouse as our state bird. 

One of my constituents had contacted me last 

sssion and requested that I propose legislation that would 

.low us to have a rough grouse license plate, and we did 

tat last session. And it didn't — I don't believe it 

une out of committee last session. It didn't come before 

le committee. But I would appreciate your consideration 

Lis session to move this bill out. 

House Bill 958 affords us the opportunity to 

> something substantive to ensure that the population of 

lat superb game bird will flourish here in Pennsylvania 

id remain a rich symbol of our Commonwealth's storied 
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jgacy. 

There are many important factors affecting the 

mndance of the rough grouse that are within our ability 

> control. And I think that we should, that we do have an 

>ligation to manage those factors in order to preserve the 

.rd as a lasting icon of our state. 

My bill permits PennDOT to issue license 

.ates with a message "rough grouse" and their design for 

>tor vehicles not exceeding a gross weight of 9,000 

mnds. And a plate would cost $35, 15 of which would be 

sposited into a special account in the state treasury for 

te by the Game Commission in forest habitat management and 

lucational programs related to the rough grouse. 

This bill creates an effective and a practical 

ihicle for generating the money necessary for the healthy 

magement of the population of the rough grouse here in 

snnsylvania. And I would ask that the members of the 

>mmittee support House Bill 958 so that we can protect the 

>pulation of the rough grouse. Thank you, Mr. Chairman. 

id thank you, committee members. 

CHAIRPERSON GEIST: Thank you very much, 

iryl. Daryl, will you get together with Eric? The 

inter/angler plate and your plate have a lot of crossover, 

t do other plates that people talked about today. So 

jfore this thing finally gets homogenized, we need to make 
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ire they're in place on the same page. 

REPRESENTATIVE METCALFE: Okay. Super. Thank 

>u very much. 

CHAIRPERSON GEIST: All right. Thank you. 

jxt up is a member of our committee, Teresa Forcier. 

REPRESENTATIVE FORCIER: Thank you, Mr. 

lairman. I appreciate the opportunity to speak before 

lis fine committee. I guess what I would like to say 

>day is that I've been working with AMA, the American 

>torcycle Association, and A.B.A.T.E. of Pennsylvania to 

reate an AMA plate for vehicles and motorcycles. 

Now, we certainly are open to a plate that 

ist says "motorcycle" because we know there is a large 

roup out there of the motorcycling community that are very 

ipportive of this type of plate. I have been working with 

snnDOT. And I have not really prepared legislation 

scause of being told that the Governor was not going to 

>prove any of these plates. 

However, if there would be a plate created, 

te extra $15 would go to motorcycle safety. And even in 

irticular, A.B.A.T.E. of Pennsylvania has Operation Save a 

.fe. And there's also the Pennsylvania Motorcycle Safety 

rogram in which you can take the class, and which I have 

>ne that. 

And once you pass the test, they stamp your 
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irmit; and you get your license. And that program, of 

mrse, is free, paid for by the registrations and permits 

:om motorcyclists. But that is always in need, that 

rogram is always in need of extra funding. 

I am also working with Senator Robbins on a 

iterans plate. And what we're going to do is at first we 

:re kind of looking at specific Veterans. But we think 

tat would be the best is just a general plate that says 

reterans." 

So with that, I also would like to thank 

tarles Umbenhauer for being here today and listening to 

ie process and working with me specifically on the 

•toreyeling issues and the plate itself. And I am open 

ir any questions or comments. 

REPRESENTATIVE MELIO: Teresa, would you have 

: the A.B.A.T.E., or would you have it the AMA, or would 

>u have it motorcycle? 

REPRESENTATIVE FORCIER: What I'm working on 

.ght now would be AMA. And that's what I've been working 

:. I really was looking into even, say, per se Harley 

ividson plates; but that is a nonprofit. So that would be 

it of the question. 

As far as our general motorcycling plate, that 

Ly be, may have potential. We certainly can look at that. 

REPRESENTATIVE MELIO: Would the public know 
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tat AMA stands for other than the motorcyclists? 

REPRESENTATIVE FORCIER: On the plate would 

ty "AMA", and it would say "American Motorcycle 

tsociation." 

REPRESENTATIVE MELIO: Thank you, Mr. 

Lairman. 

CHAIRPERSON GEIST: Teresa, one question. 

.nee we changed the language in 1470, there's parts in the 

.11 that need rewritten, especially for the 

srsonalization of the specialty plate. And I would 

link — and I know Charles would have BMW on his 

•torcycle if he could. 

And I'm sure that maybe you would have Harley 

: whatever model. So we want to make sure you work with 

:ic to get more consistent with the language throughout. 

id then what fund — we want to make sure the dedication 

•> there. 

REPRESENTATIVE FORCIER: Okay. Most 

srtainly. 

CHAIRPERSON GEIST: Thank you. 

REPRESENTATIVE FORCIER: Thank you. 

CHAIRPERSON GEIST: Next up is Jerry Nailor, 

imberland County. 

REPRESENTATIVE NAILOR: Thank you, Mr. 

lairman. I appreciate this opportunity. House Bill 571 
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juld provide for special vehicle registration plates for 

lr submarine veterans in the United States of America. 

lis bill has been introduced, I believe, for 5 sessions 

3W. This session, it has 44 cosponsors. 

Our neighboring states of New Jersey and 

iryland have already provided these plates for 

lbmariners. In New Jersey, it's for submarine veterans. 

id in Maryland, it's for the Silent Service, which is 

lother name for those who served in submarines. 

Submarine veterans in Pennsylvania were 

snored by the Governor and by our House of Representatives 

l April 11th, year 2000, celebrating their 100th 

iniversary of the United States Naval Submarine Forces. A 

secial day was proclaimed for them on April 11th, 2000. 

Pennsylvania's proud submarine veterans have 

'quested their state government to establish a special 

shicle registration plate to commemorate their value in 

srvice and the sacrifice of their members. As you're 

robably aware, the survival rate of those who served in 

lbmarines, particularly in World War II, were among the 

srst of any of the units serving in World War II. 

They would only like to receive the same 

'cognition that has already been bestowed upon their 

rothers in arms in our neighboring states. I personally 

id the 44 cosponsors, of which many of you are on the 
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Lll, strongly support that effort. 

And I thank you for this opportunity to 

squest that, Mr. Chairman. 

CHAIRPERSON GEIST: Thank you very much. A 

Lttle humor here. You know the Governor torpedoed this 

Lll. 

REPRESENTATIVE NAILOR: The Governor did 

arpedo this bill. Thank you. 

CHAIRPERSON GEIST: Thank you. Next is Harry 

sadshaw. Harry, I'm sorry. But come on up. 

REPRESENTATIVE READSHAW: Thank you, Mr. 

lairman, committee members. I am thankful for the 

pportunity to say a few words about House Bill 940. But 

snerally speaking, I think the specialty license plate, 

pecialty license plates present a unique opportunity to 

lpport a noble special interest and establish funding for 

lat which is only supported by those folks that have 

iterest in that particular cause. 

More specifically, House Bill 940, which I'm 

ire everyone is aware by now, 4 years ago, I began a 

ampaign to restore and repair the Pennsylvania monuments 

t the Gettysburg National Battlefield. There's 147 in 

imber. 

Our first goal was to raise $167,000 which 

Duld in fact repair and restore those monuments. We have 
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shieved that goal. And the second phase of our endeavors 

s to raise $450,000 to endow all those monuments to ensure 

tat they will be kept in a good state of repair for 

snerations to come. 

There is one piece missing. And this is where 

mse Bill 940, which would establish a Gettysburg Civil 

ir memorial registration plate, is important because the 

.5 from the sale of every plate would go to the Gettysburg 

Ltional Park, specifically for the monuments of 

snnsylvanians, to take care of catastrophic losses but not 

jnited to weather-related damage and damage which is 

msed by vandalism. 

I believe if you would concur with me and see 

Lat House Bill 940 was voted out of committee, it would be 

Le final piece that would in fact provide not only repair 

id restoration and endowments but would provide the 

inding for vandalism which is caused to our monuments, as 

my of you are aware of. 

So I thank you for the opportunity. I would 

sk that, you know, this be considered. And if there's any 

lestions, I'll be glad to respond to them. 

CHAIRPERSON GEIST: How many cosponsors in the 

mse do you have on that? 

REPRESENTATIVE READSHAW: Approximately 30. 

CHAIRPERSON GEIST: Thank you. Any other 
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.estions? (No response.) Thank you very much. Next up 

- Peter Zug. Is he here? (No response.) Katharine 

tson? (No response.) And Bob Flick, Representative 

ick? (No response.) Excuse me just a second. 

(Discussion off the record.) 

CHAIRPERSON GEIST: At this time, we'll take a 

ort break because Peter Zug is on his way over from the 

in Capitol Building; and then we'll resume. 

REPRESENTATIVE MELIO: Mr. Chairman. 

CHAIRPERSON GEIST: Yes. 

REPRESENTATIVE MELIO: If they're not here, 

uld you tell us what their plates are so we could at 

ast know what they are? 

CHAIRPERSON GEIST: They'll be here. I have 

mfidence. No House member's ever late. 

(A brief recess was taken.) 

CHAIRPERSON GEIST: Okay. We'll continue once 

fain. And we'd like to introduce Peter Zug from Lebanon 

>unty. 

REPRESENTATIVE ZUG: Thank you, Mr. Chairman, 

smbers of the Transportation Committee. I appreciate you 

iopening the issue of special license plates. I think 

iat's important to the Commonwealth and its people. As a 

smber of the Chesapeake Bay Commission from Pennsylvania, 

have seen Maryland develop a successful funding source 
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>r its Chesapeake Bay Trust through the issuance of 

secial license plates. 

The Bay Trust uses its proceeds to issue 

rants for stream cleanups, tree and marsh grass plantings, 

:osion control projects, water quality monitoring, and 

rovides educational material to install, to instill in 

jople of all ages a better understanding of the Chesapeake 

ly. 

Maryland created their plate in 1990. And 

leir plate now appears on over 800,000 vehicles. Their 

Late cost is $20, with $12 going to trust and $8 going to 

le state. Maryland also has created a special Limited 

iition Bay Series plate. 

These limited edition plates feature the 

stters B-A-Y, Bay, and range in price from 100 to $500 for 

lose who wish to increase their contributions to the Trust 

ly restoration activities. It's a little bit unique. I 

sn't think we have that in Pennsylvania, but it's 

srtainly, I think, something to look at. 

Following the Maryland model, I believe we can 

stablish a similar program in Pennsylvania. The 

nportance of the Bay Trust Program in Pennsylvania is 

ised on the quantity of water supplied by Pennsylvania to 

le Chesapeake Bay. 

Approximately 50 percent of all the fresh 
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iter flowing into the bay comes from the Susquehanna 

Lver. It is important that we continue to monitor and 

aprove our resources. The license plate will both show 

ride in resources and provide funding for our cause. 

It is my hope that we can move ahead with a 

>ecial license plate to promote public awareness and 

irticipation in restoration and protection of the 

lesapeake Bay Watershed, which is, I think most of the 

smbers of the committee live in. Thank you, Mr. Chairman. 

CHAIRPERSON GEIST: I think, just a little 

lick mathematics, that if you extrapolated those numbers 

) Pennsylvania and you got to take that kind of success, 

le equivalency for the Department would be better than 

lat one cent a gallon brings in from the pump. 

So that we, these plates can have a real 

apact on the state. 

REPRESENTATIVE ZUG: Sure. I agree with you. 

id actually take over some of the grant funding proposals, 

lich is what they do in Maryland. One of the things that 

didn't touch on and I actually, in the bill that I had 

:ic draft was a renewable resource of license plates. 

So not only do you pay up front when you get 

le license, you pay every year. That's a program I don't 

link we have yet in Pennsylvania. But if the people who 

re buying the plates know that beforehand, they have the 
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pportunity then to contribute to their cause every year 

lowing that before they purchase their initial plate. 

CHAIRPERSON GEIST: Well, that's one of the 

lings that we want to institute in Pennsylvania. So we on 

lis committee are looking forward to putting all this 

sgether in the, into one fabric and see if we can send it 

3 the Governor. And if I'm really lucky, I can have the 

jrn bill vetoed three times. But I think this time. 

We want to thank everybody for coming this 

srning. Representative Flick and Representative Watson, 

s can try to work them in tomorrow. Tomorrow we're going 

> do the roundtable discussion with PennDOT, State Police, 

Lid Resources Fund, and the Maryland Department of 

ransportation. 

And we would hope that all the committee 

2mbers are able to attend. And at this time, this 

xnmittee will be recessed after Tony's question. 

REPRESENTATIVE MELIO: Yeah. Peter, I just 

inted to — what is it going to say on the plate? I 

Lssed that. Is it going to be Chesapeake — 

REPRESENTATIVE ZUG: Well, we don't really 

ave the design. The design was left up to the Bay 

3mmission to come up with. And I'm not sure what the 

jreement will be with PennDOT in the future, if they'll be 

pecial colors that you do now like — 
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REPRESENTATIVE MELIO: Will it just say Bay or 

lesapeake Bay? 

REPRESENTATIVE ZUG: It may say Chesapeake Bay 

itershed since we really have the watershed. But again, 

lat really hasn't been designed yet. And it comes to, I 

link, part of whether we can negotiate with PennDOT 

lether you have special colors like you do or you just 

ive, like, college plates that have a special LH on it or 

>me, something on the traditional license plates we have 

1 Pennsylvania. So I think that's really the preliminary 

:ages. 

REPRESENTATIVE MELIO: Thank you, Mr. 

lairman. 

CHAIRPERSON GEIST: Hearing no other 

lestions, we'll be in recess until tomorrow. Thank you 

LI very much. 

(Whereupon, at 10:37 a.m., the hearing 
adjourned.) 
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